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â€œGalactic Hot Dogs is an insanely entertaining, eye-popping adventure!â€• (Lincoln Peirce,

bestselling author of the Big Nate series).Meet Cosmoe, the Earth-Boy. Heâ€™s captain of the Neon

Weiner, the finest flying food truck in the galaxy. Along with his bud, Big Humphree, he spends his

days cruising the cosmos and staying crazy busyâ€¦ 1. Cooking up a Mega-Dog. (Dude, this hot dog

is the size of a jeep!) 2. Escaping mutant worm monsters, zombie space pirates, and grumpy robots.

(What the butt?!) 3. Playing Super Moon Ninja Death Jab (Turbo Ear Slap! 9,000 points!!) 4.

Andâ€¦PROTECTING THE GALAXY from the Ultimate Evil. (Heâ€™s kind of an awesome space

guy.)
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I just finished reading Galactic Hot Dogs and wow was it good!! The story was engaging and well

thought out. I really enjoyed the humor that is sprinkled on to every page and every panel. The

artwork is really unique. Many times, when I read a comic or graphic novel I just read the story and

barely pay attention to the artwork. Galactic Hot Dogs is different, though. I paused after reading

each page for a few seconds just to take in and admire the amount of time and effort put into the

art.This book was so great that I picked another up for my nephew. I can't wait for the next in

hopefully a long series!



Galactic Hot Dogs is SO MUCH FUN!! Anyone who likes Star Wars or Guardians of the Galaxy is

going to LOVE IT!! I've only had it two days and I've already read the whole thing twice! AWW,

SMUDGE! WHEN IS BOOK TWO COMING??

My 9yo daughter adores this book. She loves the story and the illustrations -- her favorite character

is Princess Dagger. She said the book reminds her of a funny Star Wars. From a parent's point of

view, I think this would be a great book for reluctant readers. There is a lot of funny dialogue and

fantastic illustrations to draw kids in, yet some good, challenging words in there, too. My daughter

can't wait for book two!

THIS. BOOK. ROCKS. Fart jokes, interstellar hijinx, butt jokes, resourceful main character... It's a

great book for reading out loud too. Highly recommended, tons of fun, buy it now.

Just finished this first book within the Galactic Hot Dog series and have to say that it was a ton of

fun. The artwork was stunning and you really get drawn into the overall story itself. The plot of the

book really moved along and due to the humor too you get to have a ton of fun along with the

characters too. My kids were completely transfixed and by the end they were asking for the next

story! If you child loves graphic novels, humor, great characters and artwork throughout this book is

definitely one to read!!*I received this for review - all opinions are my own*

I couldn't get my daughter interested in reading...until GHD! She just loves the pictures, the

wackiness of the characters and the high jinks they get into (and I've been enjoying it, too!). She

keeps asking for book 2 - is there a book 2 yet??! I'm so pleased and hope the author continues this

magical series.

Ive read this book and I'm gonna give a review. I liked this book a lot and would recommend to

those who like a good laugh and love space themes. I would also recommend this to boys but girls

might like it too. This book totally reminds me about myself and how I liked space. My dad got me

this and once I set my eyes on this I couldn't stop reading. I hope you liked this review. Copyright.

All rights reserved.(JK).

Great story. Fun characters. Amazing illustrations. We love this book!!
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